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Robot gaze appears “active”,“enjoyable”,“friendly”
(e.g. Kanda et al. ’01, Kuno et al. ’07)

Robot gaze is different from human behaviour

Can human-like robot gaze be more than “active” or 
“friendly”? 

Gaze in HRI
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Gaze in HRI

Can robot gaze fulfill similar functions as human gaze?  
coordinating dialogue (e.g. Cassell et al. ’99, Sidner et al. ‘05)

information structure (e.g. Mutlu et al. ’06)

signaling and checking understanding / joint attention

visual reference
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People do...

...look at an object they are about to mention 
(about 1 sec before mentioning)

...look at an object that someone else mentions

(about 200-500 msec after mentioning)

...look at where the speaker looks
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Should robots ...

...look at an object they are about to mention? 
(about 1 sec before mentioning)

...look at an object that someone else mentions?

(about 200-500 msec after mentioning)

...look at where the speaker looks?
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Should robots ...

...look at an object they are about to mention? 
(about 1 sec before mentioning)
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Hypothesis

...look at an object they are about to mention? 
(about 1 sec before mentioning)

Cognitively motivated robot gaze behaviour is beneficial for 
HRI

People follow robot gaze

This affects the comprehension of the robot utterance
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Design 
- Videos showing robot

- Task: Right or wrong 
          robot statement?

- Measures: 
•Eye-tracking
•Response time 
    (button presses)
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Example: true - congruent

Thanks to the CoSy/CogX group at DFKI for robi.*
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Conditions
Spoken Sentence:

Statement Gaze Gaze towards:

TRUE congruent The cone is taller than the heart that’s silver.
<cone>                     <silver heart>                 

TRUE incongruent The cone is taller than the heart that’s silver.
<cone>                    <green heart>

TRUE no gaze The cone is taller than the heart that’s silver.
------------                       -----------------  

FALSE congruent The cone is taller than the heart that’s green.
<cone>                     <green heart>

FALSE incongruent The cone is taller than the heart that’s green.
<cone>                     <silver heart>

FALSE no gaze The cone is taller than the heart that’s green.
------------                       -----------------  
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Conditions
Spoken Sentence:

Statement Gaze Gaze towards:

TRUE congruent The cone is taller than the heart that’s silver.
<cone>                     <silver heart>              

TRUE incongruent The cone is taller than the heart that’s silver.
<cone>                    <green heart>

TRUE no gaze The cone is taller than the heart that’s silver.
------------                       -----------------  

FALSE congruent The cone is taller than the heart that’s green.
<cone>                     <green heart>

FALSE incongruent The cone is taller than the heart that’s green.
<cone>                     <silver heart>

FALSE no gaze The cone is taller than the heart that’s green.
------------                       -----------------  
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Conditions
Spoken Sentence:

Statement Gaze Gaze towards:

TRUE congruent The cone is taller than the heart that’s silver.
<cone>                     <silver heart>              

TRUE incongruent The cone is taller than the heart that’s silver.
<cone>                    <green heart>

TRUE no gaze The cone is taller than the heart that’s silver.
------------                       -----------------  

FALSE congruent The cone is taller than the heart that’s green.
<cone>                     <green heart>

FALSE incongruent The cone is taller than the heart that’s green.
<cone>                     <silver heart>

FALSE no gaze The cone is taller than the heart that’s green.
------------                       -----------------  
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Conditions
Spoken Sentence:

Statement Gaze Gaze towards:

TRUE congruent The cone is taller than the heart that’s silver.
    <cone>                   <silver heart>              

TRUE incongruent The cone is taller than the heart that’s silver.
<cone>                    <green heart>

TRUE no gaze The cone is taller than the heart that’s silver.
------------                       -----------------  

FALSE congruent The cone is taller than the heart that’s green.
    <cone>                    <green heart>

FALSE incongruent The cone is taller than the heart that’s green.
<cone>                     <silver heart>

FALSE no gaze The cone is taller than the heart that’s green.
------------                       -----------------  
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Conditions
Spoken Sentence:

Statement Gaze Gaze towards:

TRUE congruent The cone is taller than the heart that’s silver.
<cone>                     <silver heart>              

TRUE incongruent The cone is taller than the heart that’s silver.
  <cone>                    <green heart>

TRUE no gaze The cone is taller than the heart that’s silver.
 ------------                       -----------------  

FALSE congruent The cone is taller than the heart that’s green.
<cone>                     <green heart>

FALSE incongruent The cone is taller than the heart that’s green.
    <cone>                    <silver heart>

FALSE no gaze The cone is taller than the heart that’s green.
------------                       -----------------  
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Example: true - incongruent
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Analysis

Interest 
Areas

Recorded 
Fixations

“The cone is taller 
than...”
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Response Time: Button presses for right/wrong statements

Fixations: Fixated objects during robot gaze and speech

Measures

“The cone is taller than the heart that is silver.”

IP1 IP2 IP3
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Design Details

48 subjects

24 items, 48 fillers

72 trials

30 min. duration

Repeated-Measures ANOVA: 
fixation proportions
response times
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Results

Fixations:

robot gaze - following

robot speech - following

Response Time:

congruent < no robot gaze < incongruent
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Results

True - congruent True - incongruent
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Results

Fixations:

robot gaze - following

robot speech - following

Response Time:

congruent < no robot gaze < incongruent
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Results
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Summary

Human behaviour in HRI is consistent with that in HHI

Utterance-mediated & gaze-mediated gaze 

Generality of results:

Speech-oriented task

Mechanic robot head/eyes

Errors (incongruent behaviour)
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Conclusions
People rely on cognitively motivated robot gaze as visual reference

Visual reference is a cue for grounding and disambiguation 

People associate the robot’s visual attention with what it intends to say  

Inconsistent robot gaze behaviour leads to comprehension difficulties 
(slow-down)

A robot should only make “sensible” head & eye 
movements that are consistent with its utterance!
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Outlook

Investigating perception of “intended” referents (confirming 
previous results and assumptions)

Investigating flexibility of temporal alignment with speech

Extending work to other non-verbal dimensions
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More interesting stuff...
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Results RT Experiment
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Correction Experiment

Task: Correct robot’s errors (utterances)

Purpose: What did people think was the intended object?
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False - No Gaze
“The cone is taller than 
the heart that’s green.”

(Predicted) Correction:
 The cone is shorter than the heart that’s green.
 The cone is taller than the heart that’s silver.
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False - Congruent

(Predicted) Correction:
 The cone is shorter than the heart that’s green.
 The cone is taller than the heart that’s silver.

“The cone is taller than 
the heart that’s green.”
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False - No Gaze

(Predicted) Correction:
 The cone is shorter than the heart that’s green.
 The cone is taller than the heart that’s silver.

“The cone is taller than 
the heart that’s green.”
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Results

Green heart

Silver heart

Gaze to: <Green heart> <Silver heart>-----
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